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To the attention of directors of 

BeSuRe International VOF 

Comm. nr:  76616878 

VAT No:  NL860704592B01 

Having its registered seat at   Koningsbeltweg 76 

1329 AK Almere 

The Netherlands 

 

Given on January 3, 2022 

 

 

 

Misuse of a business secret and confidential information 

 

 

Dear Sirs, 

 

I am contacting you on behalf of my client, the business company TAGIT S.A., having its 

registered seat at rue des Moulins 51 c/o Fidexpert SA, Neuchâtel, Swiss Confederation, Federal 

identification number CH-645.4.096.423-1, File number 01369/2003 (hereinafter referred to as 

„the Client“). 
 

I was informed by the Client that your company is offering the supply of EM security labels 

similar to Client`s production stating that such production is made in Prague, Czech Republic. 

Further, you have placed by e-mail dated December 30, 2022 the purchase order to the Client 

requesting the supply of EM labels for EUR 1,132.74. 

 

In connection with that I have to inform you that I believe that the only Czech company 

supplying the EM labels to your company is only my Client or its Czech subsidiary, the 

company Vineta BMI s.r.o. Please be informed that our office has started legal steps in the 

matter of misuse of intellectual property, business secret as well as the business contacts made 

by other Czech company FLYTAG s.r.o., having its registered office at Petrzilkova 2583/13, 

158 00 Praha 5, Reg. No. 242 28 419 (hereinafter referred to as „FLYTAG“). Activities of 

FLYTAG are absolutely illegal and based upon misuse of business secret and information by 

former employees of Vineta BMI s.r.o. As a consequence, the company FLYTAG is currently 

offering to Client`s business partners the EM labels which are identical or very similar to 

Client`s production and we have already started legal actions against it. Of course, such criminal 

and other legal steps would also involve all FLYTAG business partners. 
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Thus, I would like to ask you whether your company or any other company which you know 

has purchased recently any production from the company FLYTAG. If so, provide us all  

available information about such purchase(s) and also please declare that after having known 

the details above you would not cooperate with the company FLYTAG in any manner. Please 

send me such written declaration by registered mail to the office address Praha 7, Argentinská 
783/18, Post Code 170 00, Czech Republic and copy of such declaration by e-mail mentioned 

in the heading of this letter.  

 

I would like to inform you that all steps mentioned above will help to terminate substantial 

breaching of law made fy FLYTAG and individuals involved and will lead to decrease the 

number of damages caused. After obtaining such declaration your order will be immediately 

dealt by the Client and we would further inform Czech Police that your company has made all 

effort in order to diminish the damages made by FLYTAG. 

 

Thank you very much for your cooperation. 

 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

 

Mgr. Ing. Tomáš Vítek 

Attorney at law 

 

 

 

Attached: Copy of power of attorney 
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